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Editorial interest in headache and
particularly in migraine continues to
grow. More and more frequently the
Editors of several general and specialist journals, though not so much
the sector journals, publish interesting papers that hold an undisputed
appeal for the readership. As
research groups with an interest in
headache disorders have grown,
research into the basic science of
headaches has grown scarce and
moved away from the institutional
journals of the sector.
The “triptan war”, an expression
often used in literature [1], is the
name given to the intense research
efforts to distinguish the various
triptans and to identify the best
triptans molecular for migraine
therapy. The triptan war is fought
out with brilliant and imposing
comparative meta-analyses [2],
innovative pharmacoeconomic studies [3] and the latest strategies to
evaluate the recovery in quality of
life parameters [4]. While these
efforts continue to bring enormous
benefits to migraine sufferers in
terms of evidence regarding the
most effective treatments, the least
side effects, and the least likelihood
of relapse, it may also have reduced
researchers’ drive to look into the
more obscure corners of migraine,
cluster headache and tension
headaches. In brief, the real war is
still going on.

An analysis of the triptan era of
the last decade and its continued
expansion revealed a full presence
in renowned journals in the
headache field and showed that it
has not encouraged, but in fact
inhibited, the proposal and study of
innovative physiopathological mechanisms which could lead to complementary or alternative pharmacological approaches [5]. So while the
availability of triptans is inevitably
reaching a saturation point, doctors
are left with prophylactic pharmaceuticals for headache disorders
which are out-of-date, difficult to
manage and, today, practically in
disuse [6, 7]. These pharmaceuticals
however, have entered clinical use
and are considered effective following an empirical phase of clinical
application [8].
The current explosive phase of
social medicine being applied to
headaches sheds a little light on the
problem. Headache disorders have
recently acquired a clinical dignity
that was previously unheard of. Just
an year ago, the World Health
Organization (WHO) published its
2001 Health Report in which
migraines were ranked twelfth for
women of all ages (2.0%) and nineteenth for both sexes (1.4%) as the
leading cause of years of life lived
with a disability [9]. Migraine ranked
higher than asthma for women and
higher than cerebrovascular disorders
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and diabetes mellitus for both sexes
[9]. However, once we have achieved a
full understanding of headache’s
impact on the individual and on society
as a whole, have gained the certainty of
new and brilliant guidelines for treating
headaches [10], will be able to recommend triptans with the best cost effectivenes value, and will have taught our
patients how to live with their
headaches using the best triptan in the
best possible way, we will still need to
pose the question: Is the war over?
And our answer will have to be no,
unfortunately no. Unless we have new,
effective, safe and manageable therapeutic strategies for headache prophylaxis, our work will not be done. We

therefore need to redirect cultural
attention, scientific interest and economic resources towards this new
undefined frontier in order to be able
to finally bring this war to an end.
Journals should provide scientific
information and stimulate researchers
to work on current issues. I firmly
believe that new joint ventures
between academic research centres
and the pharmaceutical industry can
lay the foundation for new exciting
war paths towards the creation of
pharmaceuticals for the prophylaxis of
headache disorders.
P. Martelletti
Co-Editor
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